Abstract—This paper presents a compact tunable bandpass filter that is based on open split ring resonator to achieve high out-of-band rejection. Exact equations and design procedures are given based on strict theoretical analysis. By loading the varactor diodes, the center frequency and bandwidth of the bandpass filter could realize reconfigurable. Then defected ground structure was adopted in the input and output ports for the sake of high out-of-band rejection. In order to verify the result of theoretical analysis, a compact tunable bandpass filter with defected ground structure, whose range of frequency was 1.61 GHz ~ 1.82 GHz and range of relative bandwidth was 8.3% ~ 24.8%, had been simulated and fabricated. Good agreement between the measured data and the anticipated results is achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Split ring resonators (SRRs) have attracted a lot of attention on the design of BPF with compact dimensions, low insertion loss, low return loss and high out-of-band rejection. The split rings resonator (SRR) is proposed in [1] as a basic particle for the design of artificial negative magnetic permeability media. However, obtaining a bandpass response from a single-layer SRR-based structure seems to be hard to accomplish. A single metal layer metamaterial bandpass filter based on complementary u-shaped resonators (CUSRs) is demonstrated in [2]. A complementary split ring resonators (CRSS) with slots structure, which exhibits a high rejection stop band, is analyzed in [3]. Also the equivalent-circuit model for the CSRR is introduced. To improve the development of planar metamaterial structures, SRRs coupled to planar transmission lines is discussed in [4]. A new LC series element based on a modified version of the SRRs is adopted in [5]. The theory in [6] takes advantage of the small electrical size of SRRs at resonance (typically one tenth of the free space wavelength or less). This feature is related to the large distributed capacitance between the two rings. Incidentally, this allows one to use a simple LCR circuit model to characterize the particle [7]. A metamaterial structure, which combines two open split ring resonators (OSRRs) aligned over the opposing faces of the substrate in an inverted fashion is presented in [8].

Recently, the demands of integrating several applications into single devices and multiple systems have steadily increased, which result in great development of the reconfigurable technique. An electrically small tunable split ring resonator antenna is developed in [9] whose operating frequency can be reduced and tuned. A novel principle for the implementation of tunable split ring resonators is proposed in [10]. An electrically tunable split ring resonators is introduced in [11] and obtained by coupling the SRRs with graphene in terahertz and near-infrared frequency range.

In modern communication system, defected ground structure (DGS) is always put forward to improve the out-of-band rejection of filter and to realize the physical compact dimensions of circuits by taking full advantage of the ground plane. A new DGS for the microstrip line is proposed in [12], which can provide the band gap characteristic in some frequency bands with only one or more unit lattices.
A method to design low-pass filters (LPF) having a DGS and broadened transmission-line elements is adopted in [13]. A novel three-pole coupled-line bandpass filter with a microstrip configuration is shown in [14] that uses DGS sections to simultaneously realize a resonator and an inverter. DGS is realized by etching off defected pattern on the ground plane of 1-D transmission line, which changes the transmission characteristics of the transmission line. Dumbbell-shaped structure is one of the most popular shapes of DGS which generates ultra rejection band beneficial to higher order harmonic suppression [15].

This paper presents a tunable bandpass filter based on OSRR, which has the dumbbell-shaped DGS. The application of the varactor diode and DGS improves the feature of the traditional construction. The essential equivalent circuit model is put forward, and lumped parameters are also extracted for deep insight into the operation mechanism. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed DGS, a lowpass filter using the proposed DGS has been designed and simulated. Besides, in order to verify the result of theoretical analysis, a tunable bandpass filter with DGS, whose range of frequency is 1.61 GHz \(\sim\) 1.82 GHz and range of relative bandwidth 8.3\% \(\sim\) 24.8\%, has been simulated and fabricated. A satisfactory agreement between the simulated and experimental results of the proposed structure is presented.

2. TOPOLOGY MODEL AND EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Figure 1 shows the topology model and the equivalent circuit of a single SRR and double SRRs. Single SRR can be equivalent to an inductor \(L_0\) and resistor \(R_0\) in series combination with the capacitor \(C_0\) shown in Fig. 1(a). The outer ring of the double SRRs includes an inductor \(L_1\) and resistor \(R_1\) in series combination with the capacitor \(C_1\), and the inner ring of the double SRRs includes an inductor \(L_2\) and resistor \(R_2\) in series combination with the capacitor \(C_2\) shown in Fig. 1(b). Distinct from the single SRR, the coupling between the two SRRs exists with mutual inductance \(n\) and mutual capacitance \(C_m\) shown in Fig. 1(b).

![Figure 1. Topology model and equivalent circuit of SRRs. (a) Single SRR. (b) Double SRRs.](image)

According to the basic principles of the resonant, we obtain the equations as following formulas:

\[
\omega_c = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_0C_0}} \tag{1}
\]
\[
f_c = \frac{\omega_c}{2\cdot\pi} \tag{2}
\]

where \(L_0\): equivalent inductance of the single SRR; \(C_0\): equivalent capacitance of the single SRR; \(\omega_c\): resonant angular frequency of the single SRR; \(f_c\): resonant frequency of the single SRR.

Assuming that the coupling between the double SRRs is so weak that they can be ignored, we can obtain the following equations:

\[
\omega_1 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_1C_1}} \tag{3}
\]
\[
\omega_2 = \frac{1}{\sqrt{L_2C_2}} \tag{4}
\]

where \(L_1\): equivalent inductance of the outer ring of the double SRRs; \(C_1\): equivalent capacitance of the outer ring of the double SRRs; \(\omega_1\): resonant angular frequency of the outer ring of the double SRRs; \(L_2\): equivalent inductance of the inner ring of the double SRRs; \(C_2\): equivalent capacitance of the inner ring of the double SRRs; \(\omega_2\): resonant angular frequency of the inner ring of the double SRRs.

However, the coupling capacitance \(C_m\) between the two SRRs is related to the large distributed capacitance. Incidentally, this allows one to use a simple LCR circuit model to characterize the
The resonance frequency obtained from this model is typically much smaller than that corresponding to the classical ring [16] or square [17] open loop resonators of similar dimensions (λ/2 operation). On the basis of the model demonstrated in Fig. 1(b), OSRR is proposed. The structure and equivalent circuit of OSRR are shown in Fig. 2. To avoid influencing the electromagnetic behaviour of the isolated OSRR, a window is placed on the ground plane. Fig. 2(a) shows the structure of OSRR. \( r_{\text{ext}} \), \( c \) and \( d \) define the dimensions for the OSRR shown in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the equivalent circuit of OSRR. Among the equivalent circuit, \( \varepsilon_{\text{ef}} \) represents the effective permittivity of the transmission lines. \( Z_0 \) represents the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines. The resistance \( R \), inductance \( L \) and capacitor \( C \) represent the equivalent resistance, inductance and capacitance of the OSRR, respectively. The bandwidth of the filter can be controlled by adjusting the length of \( d \). Seeing the equivalent circuit, we obtain the equations as following formulas:

\[
\omega = \frac{1}{\sqrt{LC}} \quad (5)
\]

\[
f = \frac{\omega}{2 \cdot \pi} \quad (6)
\]

where \( L \): equivalent inductance of the OSRR; \( C \): equivalent capacitance of the OSRR; \( \omega \): resonant angular frequency of the OSRR; \( f \): resonant frequency of the OSRR.

To improve the high selectivity and high out-of-band rejection in modern communication systems, DGS is adopted in the input and output ports. Fig. 3 shows the conformation and equivalent circuit. It is a simple resonator where \( L \) and \( C \) are the equivalent inductance and equivalent inductance of the resonator. High selectivity and high out-of-band rejection usually can be achieved by increasing the number of DGS resonators. High out-of-band rejection was realized by using several dumbbell-shaped DGSs introduced in [15].

To realize reconfigurable bandwidth and center frequency, the construction introduces the varactor diodes to change the length of the transmission lines connecting the OSRR [18]. DGS is adopted in the input and output ports for the sake of intense and high out-of-band rejection.

3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

In order to validate the proposed model, we have fabricated the bandpass-filter and compared the frequency response measured by a vector network analyzer with the results of simulation obtained by HFSS. SMV1405, whose tunable range of capacitance is \( C_r = 0.5 \sim 2.67 \text{ pF} \) for varying DC voltages in the interval 0–30 V, is applied to this construction. The structure has been fabricated on a Rogers F4B-2 substrate.

Figure 4 shows the model of varactor-tuned bandpass filter, where the deep colour parts represent the microstrip line, and the light colour parts represents the ground plane. Moreover, other parts are the biasing circuit, where we can change the bandwidth and center frequency. The input characteristic impedance and output characteristic impedance are designed for 50 Ω. Applying the basic theory in [6, 7] and [16, 17], we designed tunable bandpass filter.

Table 1 shows the designed parameters of the proposed model.

Also, in order to present the proper structure of DGS, we simulated the dumbbell-shaped structure alone. The designed model and simulated results are shown in Fig. 5.
Table 1. Designed parameters of the proposed model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>$l_1$</th>
<th>$l_2$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$w_1$</th>
<th>$r_0$</th>
<th>$r_{ext}$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size (mm)</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Designed model and Simulation of DGS. (a) Designed model. (b) Simulated results.

In order to protect the varactor-tuned, two 200 $\Omega$ resistances are designed into the model. Fig. 6 shows the top and bottom views of the fabricated varactor-tuned bandpass filter using open split-ring resonators.

Figure 6. Fabricated the OSRR. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.

The measured data are collected by AgilentN5230A Network analyzer. Figs. 7(a)–(b) present the simulated results of return loss $S_{11}$ and insertion loss $S_{21}$, and Figs. 7(c)–(d) present the measured results of return loss $S_{11}$ and insertion loss $S_{21}$. The simulated results are shown in Figs. 7(a)–(b), with the range of frequency 1.6 GHz $\sim$ 1.8 GHz and the range of relative bandwidth 8.5% $\sim$ 24.6%. Return loss is more than 15 dB and insertion loss less than 2 dB. The measured results are shown in
Figure 7. Simulated and measured results of return loss $S_{11}$ and insertion loss $S_{21}$. (a) Simulation of return loss $S_{11}$. (b) Simulation of insertion loss $S_{21}$. (c) Measurement of return loss $S_{11}$. (d) Measurement of insertion loss $S_{21}$.

Figs. 7(c)–(d), with the range of frequency $1.61 \text{GHz} \sim 1.82 \text{GHz}$ and the range of relative bandwidth $8.3\% \sim 24.8\%$. Return loss is more than $12.5 \text{dB}$ and insertion loss less than $2.5 \text{dB}$. From the simulated and measured results, we can see that the center frequency and bandwidth decrease gradually with the increase of equivalent capacitor value $C_r$. When the equivalent capacitor value $C_r$ increases, the capacitor $C$ and equivalent length $d$ of the OSRR increase, so the center frequency and bandwidth decrease [16, 17]. Also the min. $S_{21}$ (dB) in Fig. 7(d) fluctuates with the capacitances for the series resistances of the varactors as studied and reported in [18].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a compact varactor-tuned bandpass filter using open split-ring resonators has been designed, fabricated and measured. Compared to conventional OSRR implementations, the cell has provided more flexibility to synthesize frequency responses with controllable bandwidth and high out-of-band rejection. As a result, the full-wave simulations agree well with the measurements.
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